No more cable clutter – The new EXCELLO Illuminated Headset
Stand from Speedlink keeps the gaming table tidy
Surround sound and multi-colour lighting for the ideal gaming experience
Heeslingen/Germany, 30.09.2021 – Thanks to the EXCELLO from Speedlink, the
headset is always at hand and annoying cable clutter is a thing of the past. The new
Headset Stand is available from the beginning of October and not only offers an
optimal storage option for headphones but is also a stylish finishing touch for any
gaming setup.
Clever solution with space-saving design
and non-slip underside
The Headset Stand is a real eye-catcher on
every desk with its multi-coloured
illumination. A touch sensor can be used to
switch between three different lighting
modes – creating the right atmosphere for
every situation. Besides the practical
design, the EXCELLO convinces with other
useful features. The 7.1 sound card with
suitable software offers a variety of setting
options and delivers surround sound. The
headset is connected either via USB or via
one of the 3.5 mm jack plugs (2x 3-pin or 1x 4-pin). In addition, up to three other
devices can be connected via the integrated USB hub. The non-slip underside
ensures a secure stand – even on smooth surfaces. With its simple design,
Speedlink's EXCELLO fits on any gaming table and, thanks to its features, allows
gamers to keep an overview in any situation.

Availability
The Speedlink EXCELLO Illuminated Headset Stand, 3-Port USB 2.0 Hub, integrated
Soundcard, black is available from the beginning of October for 29,99 € (RRP).

Technical Data SPEEDLINK EXCELLO Illuminated Headset Stand, black
-

Headset stand with lighting and USB hub

-

3 USB 2.0 ports

-

Integrated 7.1 USB sound card

-

3.5 mm jack plug connection (2x 3-pole & 1x 4-pole)

-

3 lighting modes + Off

-

Touch sensor

-

Holder for tablet or smartphone

-

Non-slip underside

-

Connection: USB-A

-

Cable length: 1.3 m

-

Dimensions: 130 x 125 x 265 mm (L x W x H)

-

Weight: 240 g

About Speedlink
Speedlink® is one of the leading manufacturers of gaming and office peripherals in
Europe. Since the brand was founded in 1998, Speedlink® has positioned itself very
successfully in the PC and video game console accessories segment. The product
portfolio includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mouse pads, keyboards,
gamepads, joysticks and various IT accessories. Speedlink® products captivate
through the combination of novel technologies with excellent design and outstanding
functionality - confirmed by numerous awards and success in professional eSports
use. Speedlink® is represented in over 40 countries worldwide.

